
FATHERHOOD 101
What is the definition of a successful father?

A seemingly basic question demanding an intangible answer! For the 
first time, a feature-length documentary will reveal to audiences 
everywhere, the Pandora's box of fatherhood. "Fatherhood 101" 
explores the meaning of fatherhood by unveiling a multitude of 
compelling fatherhood philosophies. Follow fathers from all 
sociocultural backgrounds - including celebrity fathers such as Alan 
Thicke, Christopher McDonald, Grant Hill, Lance Henriksen, Lee 
Daniels, Robert Davi, and Tyrese Gibson - as they reveal an intimate 
side of themselves. Share in their touching childhood stories involving 
their own fathers, the love and selflessness they continuously give 
their children, and the hardships they are challenged with as parents. 
With the support of riveting statistics of hope and expert testimonials 
from case workers, lawmakers and agencies, the film examines the 
dissension between the vital role of fathers in children's development 
and the current fatherhood landscape.
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Directors Statement
The experience of directing "Fatherhood 101" has inspired me as a 
father to be a relentless activist in my community and as an artist to 
deliver stories people yearn to hear! Filming "Fatherhood 101" has 
touched every single person who has joined our production team!
"Fatherhood 101" will change and restore you with the intangible 
essence of a father's love captured from the hearts of men from all 
walks of life. Moment by moment, we will experience together the 
purest emotions uncovered by fatherhood. 

– Marquette Williams, Director 

Synopsis: "Fatherhood 101" explores the meaning of fatherhood by 

unveiling a multitude of compelling fatherhood philosophies. Follow fathers 
from all sociocultural backgrounds - including celebrity fathers such as Alan 



Thicke, Christopher McDonald, Grant Hill, Lance Henriksen, Lee Daniels, 
Robert Davi, and Tyrese Gibson among others - as they reveal an intimate 
side of themselves. Share in touching childhood stories involving their own 
fathers, what they learned and how they have applied those lessons to their 
children. With the support of riveting statistics of hope and expert 
testimonials from case workers, lawmakers and agencies, the film examines 
the state between a fathers’ role in a child’s development and the current 
fatherhood landscape.
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